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BACKGROUND

I senseME — project coordinated by Mike Worboys and Kate
Beard at the University of Maine.

I Ultimate goal: Improved situation awareness achieved
through development of a Common Operating Picture, i.e.,
a single and unified display of relevant information to facilitate
collaborative planning.

I Components contributed by senseME: Critical infrastructure
sensor integration; logistical asset tracking

I Spatio-Temporal Knowledge Representation for Emergency
Management — small project coordinated by Antony Galton
at Exeter and Mike Worboys at Maine.

I Main objective: to develop an ontology in the context of the
geoinformatics of emergency management.



THE PROBLEM OF HETEROGENEITY

I Heterogeneity is a common problem facing many large
enterprises; it is especially acute in the emergency
management domain. It affects

I names for entities
I process rules
I sensor platforms
I information systems platforms
I data and communication formats
I organisations and languages

I Examples (from Di Maio):
I displaced person — evacuee — beneficiary — missing person
I stock — supply — intake — donation
I input — data — information



THE ROLE OF ONTOLOGY

I An important step in the management of heterogeneity is the
development of ontologies for the domains being handled.
These will enable standardisation of terminology and elucidate
the key functions and relationships between the terms, as well
as providing benchmarks for application development..

I As well as ontologies of infrastructure and mobile assets we
need an ontology of information. But the information
relevant to emergency management comes in many forms —
see next slide



INFORMATION FOR EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT:
SOURCES

The information available to people handling emergency situations
can come from many different sources, for example:

I Information gathered by trained personnel acting in an official
capacity and reported according to standard procedures and
protocols.

I “Crowd-sourced” information received as telephone messages,
email communications, etc., from members of the general
public.

I Data gathered from automated monitoring devices, e.g.,
attached to key infrastructure elements or surveillance
vehicles.



INFORMATION FOR EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT:
FORMS

The information can also come in many different forms, for
example:

I Written reports

I Oral reports

I Telephone messages

I Emails

I Entries in blogs, wikis, etc

I Maps, diagrams, sketches

I Photographs

I Sensor data

How can information in all these forms contribute to a coherent
global picture of what is going on?



We take a step back and ask:

What is information, anyway?

That’s what this talk is mostly about!



KEY OBSERVATION: Whatever it is, information is not
something material, but it always resides in material things (or
processes).

In fact, information can only exist by virtue of being embodied
in material things (or processes).



TERMINOLOGY

A piece of information is called an information entity.

(An information entity can be large or small, simple or complex —
it is a very broad category.)

The material bearer of a piece of information is called an
information bearer.

Examples on next slide



EXAMPLES

I A piece of factual information borne by a written sentence.
The same piece of information might be borne by

I another copy of that sentence
I the same sentence in electronic form on a computer disk
I a different sentence with the same meaning (i.e., a paraphrase)
I the same sentence spoken rather than written
I an audio recording of the spoken sentence, on tape (e.g., of a

telephone answering machine) or computer disk
I . . .

I A photograph recording what some object or situation looks
like. The same piece of information might be borne by

I a print of the photograph
I an electronic image file on a computer disk
I a projection of the photograph on a screen
I a free-hand sketch
I a painting



HOW INFORMATION ENTITIES ARE RELATED TO
INFORMATION BEARERS

I An essential feature of an information entity is that it can
exist in multiple copies.

I An information entity is ontologically dependent on its
bearers (i.e., it cannot exist without them)

I But it is not dependent on any particular bearer, hence it is a
generically dependent entity.



INFORMATION EVENTS, INFORMATION AGENTS,
INFORMATION INSTRUMENTS

I An information entity is generated by an information
origination event by which the first bearer of that entity is
created.

I Subsequent propagation of the information in a succession
ofxs new bearers is accomplished by a series of information
copying events, each of which is the creation of a new bearer
for a pre-existing information entity.

I Information events are enacted by information agents —
which may be people or various kinds of machine.

I An information agent may make use of an information
instrument in order to enact an information event (e.g., pens,
keyboards, printer, photocopiers, cameras, telephones).



BASIC ENTITIES AND RELATIONSHIPS IN THE
INFORMATION ONTOLOGY
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LEVELS OF CONTENT

I An information bearer may carry content at one level by virtue
of content that it carries at some lower level.

I EXAMPLE: a printed text carries
I propositional content by virtue of its verbal content
I verbal content by virtue of its graphemic content
I graphemic content by virtue of its visual content

I The verbal content of a printed document can copied in an
electronic document or by reading it aloud — these
information bearers owe the same verbal content to their
electronic and auditory contents rather than their visual
content.
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SUPPORT

I Even non-propositional information can support propositions
(e.g., a picture of a flooded road supports the proposition that
the road is flooded).

I It is important for the ontology to handle the relation of
support between an information bearer and the propositions
for which it provides confirmatory evidence.

I An information bearer with propositional content supports
that content and anything implied by it.

I A combination of different pieces of information can jointly
support propositions which none of them would support
individually.

I When handling inferences it is important to keep track of the
information entities which contribute to them.

(Cf. work by Bill Andersen and Fabian Neuhaus on provenance.)



INFORMATION QUALITY

There are many dimensions of information quality; some important
ones are

I Correctness

I Accuracy

I Precision

I Fidelity (of copying process)

I Reliability (of agent, instrument, or process)

I Relevance

I Usability

The ontology should characterise what kinds of entity these
measures apply to, and the general properties of those measures,
but should stop short of prescribing exactly how they should be
computed



CORRECTNESS, ACCURACY, AND PRECISION

I These measures of information quality apply to a subclass of
information entities called representations.

I A representation in an information entity whose purpose is to
capture properties of a real-world entity (the target, T ) which
it is created to be a representation of.

I Representations include propositions, measurements, pictures,
diagrams, maps.

I A representation picks out a range, R, of possible real-world
entities:

I the representation is correct if T is included in R.
I the accuracy of the representation is a measure of how close

R approaches to T .
I the precision of the representation is a measure of how widely

spread R is (e.g., reciprocal of variance).



SENSORS AND SENSOR READINGS

I A sensor is an information agent which generates information
bearers called sensor readings by enacting sensor reading
events.

I The propositional content of a sensor reading is the
assignment of a range of values to a determinable quality
inhering in some independent continuant entity.

I The sensor is said to evaluate that determinable quality.
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COLLECTIONS OF SENSOR READINGS

I A sensor network is a spatial distribution of sensors, which in
turn is a collection of sensors.

I A collection of sensors gives rise to a collection of sensor
readings.

I There are many kinds of collections of sensor readings,
differing in their spatio-temporal distribution, e.g.

I A time series of sensor readings, generated successively by a
single sensor.

I A spatial distribution of sensor readings, generated
simultaneously by an array of sensors.

I A spatio-temporal distribution of sensor readings, generated
by an array of sensors over a period.



TYPES OF SPATIO-TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION OF
SENSOR READINGS
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS I

I In developing the Common Operating Picture, information
quality control is essential.

I This will be handled using metadata attached to the primary
information bearers and transmitted along with them.

I Key elements of such metadata include
I The immediate source of the bearer
I The ultimate source of the information it carries
I A measure of its authenticity or credibility
I Its relation to other information bearers (corroborative or

conflicting)
I What propositions it supports, and how strongly

I An adequate ontology will inform the specification and design
of systems for handling such metadata



FUTURE DIRECTIONS II

I The information ontology will be expanded to include all the
different kinds of information entities, information bearers,
and information events of importance in the emergency
management domain.

I The information ontology will be linked to relevant domain
ontologies handling some specific types of emergency situation
(e.g., flooding, fires, terrorist activity).

I The links between the ontologies will cover
I relationships between information entities and the real-world

objects and processes they refer to;
I relationships arising from the fact that information agents and

information bearers may already be referenced in the domain
ontology (e.g., people affected by an incident can act as
information agents).



THE END

ANY QUESTIONS?


